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FOREWORD

Every school should be a positive, safe and stimulating learning environment, but we live in a world
where the unexpected can happen.
Planning for emergencies can saves lives. In the event of an emergency, every action counts.
Documenting and sharing of emergency processes amongst staff ensures a common level of
understanding of what actions to take in the event of an emergency. This supports effective emergency
coordination in a fast paced, high pressure situation.
The Department for Education (DfE) and Haringey Council recommend schools have a well thought out
emergency plan in place. This template has been designed to help schools to develop their own
emergency plan. If a school already has an emergency plan in place, they may wish to use this template
to support the review and further enhancement of current emergency arrangements.
I hope you find this template useful. We would welcome any comments or feedback you may have.
We can be contacted at Emergencyplanning@haringey.gov.uk.

Thank you,

Emergency Planning &
Business Continuity Team
Haringey Council
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SECTION 1 - Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the School Emergency Plan
In the event of an emergency or Major Incident, this school emergency plan ensures that Devonshire Hill
Nursery & Primary School is prepared to provide appropriate emergency response to minimise the
impact of the emergency and to ensure the safety and wellbeing of children and staff in the schools care.
The existing emergency management arrangements of the Emergency Services, Emergency Planning
and Business Continuity (EP&BC) team and Local Education Authority (LEA) will support this plan.

1.2 Definition of Emergency and Major Incident
For the purpose of this plan, an emergency is determined as an unexpected event that threatens injury,
damage or disruption to school property and/or community; which may have a long-term impact on
pupils, staff, governors and parents.
The following levels of emergency may occur:


Small-scale emergency – this is a minor emergency that can be managed internally within the
schools normal coping capacity and internal resource.



Major Incident – this is a large emergency that threatens disruption that is beyond the normal
coping capability of the school and may require support from the LEA.

This emergency plan will not outline the response to specific emergency situations or events, but will
provide a general framework for emergency response that can be applied to most emergency situations whilst allowing for flexibility according to individual requirements.
The following are examples of an emergency that may require activation of this plan:


Missing person(s)/abductions;



Fire or flood to building and contents;



Hostage situation;



Death, accident or assault to members of staff or pupils.

1.3 Aim of the School Emergency Plan
To provide effective emergency response arrangements that will ensure the safety and wellbeing of all
pupils and staff in the care of the school during an emergency.
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SECTION 1 - Introduction
1.4 Objectives


Establish an effective framework for emergency response;



Ensure fast dissemination of information to relevant supporting agencies and partners to ensure
support throughout response;



Maintain the required standard of Duty of Care arrangements for pupils and staff;



Ensure a comprehensive log of actions and decisions is maintained throughout response to the
emergency;



Minimise educational and administrative disruption within the school and facilitate the return to
business-as-usual at the earliest opportunity.

1.5 Plan Review
The Head Teacher and Governing Body of Devonshire Hill Nursery & Primary School are responsible for
ensuring that this plan is annually reviewed and any necessary amendments are identified and carried
out accordingly. All persons with an identified responsibility within the response arrangements outlined in
this plan must be notified of any changes made to the document.

1.6 Training & Exercising
1.6.1

Training

Training and exercising is an integral part of ensuring the school is prepared for an emergency. It is
required to ensure teachers and pupils know what to do in the event of an emergency. Training can be
carried out during staff meetings, as part of an inset day, school assemblies or individual classes.
There are three groups that may require training:
Role/group
School Emergency
Management Team
(SEMT)

Staff/Governors

Pupils

School Emergency Plan

Training
Training of the SEMT ensures familiarisation with role, responsibilities and
procedures with the school plan. Practise drills will increase the confidence of
the SEMT and allow opportunity for clarification where there is uncertainty,
allowing for efficiency in a real event.
Training of the remaining staff and Governors ensures awareness of the
school emergency plan and confidence in the procedures within it.
It is important that students know what to do in the event of an emergency at
school. They need to be familiar with the different drills, which will ensure that
in a real event these can be implemented quickly and efficiently. Involving
students in the emergency planning process can also link into their wider
education.
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1.6.2

Exercising

Exercises act as a training reinforcement to give staff and pupils the confidence that they hold the
knowledge and skills necessary for responding to an emergency. Exercises should be designed to test
procedures and not people, and should help to make participants feel comfortable in their role.
Exercises can be held in two different formats:
Type

Table - top

Live Exercise/Drills

Description
A table-top exercise is an effective way to validate a plan. It enables open
discussion and an opportunity for contribution from all participants, thus
maximising learning. Participants should be provided with an initial incident
briefing to set the scene at the start of the exercise, followed by a series of
phases/scenario advancements with accompanying questions to guide
discussions.
After each phase of questions, each table should be
encouraged to share key points or concerns from their discussions. This type
of exercise would be most useful for the SEMT.
A live exercise or drill enables staff and pupils to physically act out response
to a scenario. Live exercises do not need to be complicated; you conduct a
lock down scenario or a live evacuation to your buddy establishment. To
avoid unnecessary alarm, it is important to ensure parents and relevant
partners are made aware when a live exercise will be carried out.

Although it may not be possible to test all aspects of the emergency plan during an exercise, the
following should be tested wherever possible:





Contact lists;
The activation process;
Communications equipment;
Information management.

Lessons and improvements identified during exercises should always be documented in a post-exercise
report. Any learning/ recommendations should be considered during the next scheduled review of the
plan.

School Emergency Plan
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SECTION 2 – School Emergency Management Team (SEMT)
2.1 Roles and Responsibilities
The School Emergency Management Team (SEMT) is formed of a pre-identified selection of staff from
within the school. The SEMT has responsibility for activating and implementing actions within the School
Emergency Plan to coordinate the ongoing response to an emergency.
It is important that the SEMT record all actions and decisions in their own log books. They must also be
available for briefings, handovers and post-emergency debriefs.
Name
Primary:
Julie D’Abreu
Secondaries:
Anoria Simmons
Tina Georgiades
Rachel Bates

Primary:
Tina Georgiades
Secondary:
Rachel Bates
Primary:
Ihesha Blackman
Secondary:
Letitia Ross
Primary:
Gary Wong
Secondary:
Sylvia Chambers

Role in School

Emergency Role

Responsibilities

Assistant Head
Teachers




Incident Manager



Assistant Head
Teacher






Head Teacher

SEMT Support
Officer



Administrative
Assistants

School Business
Manager

Welfare
Coordinator




Site Manager

Secondary:
Robbie Haley

Assistant Site
Manager

Assist/support Head Teacher
Assist/support SEMT
Inform parents/guardians
Liaise with Emergency Services
and other relevant agencies
Provide necessary records
Assist/support Head Teacher
Lead staff and pupil care/welfare
arrangements


Communications

Coordinator

Assist/Support Head teacher
Manage communications and
media enquiries




Assist/support Head Teacher
Ensure building access and
security
Assist/support emergency
response on site

PA to Headteacher

Primary:
Graeme Patterson

Activate School Emergency Plan
Delegate role and responsibilities
Co-ordinate overall response
Liaise with Emergency Services
Informs Haringey Council
EP&BC team

Site Coordinator



All members of the SEMT must have:
 a copy of the School Emergency Plan within their possession;
 an understanding of the role, responsibilities and procedures outlined within the plan to enable
efficient action at the time of an emergency;
 24hr contact numbers for all members of the SEMT.
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SECTION 2 – School Emergency Management Team (SEMT)

2.2 Role of the LEA
Haringey Council may be able to support the school in the ongoing response to an emergency and/or
during the recovery phase post-incident.
This may include;







Assistance with communication and/or dealing with the media,
Welfare support such as setting up a temporary place of safety if it is not safe to return to the school,
Assistance with transportation,
Procurement,
Legal advice,
Health and safety advice and guidance.

The nature and terms under which support is provided may depend on Emergency support should be
accessed via Haringey Councils Emergency Planning & Business Continuity Team.

School Emergency Plan
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SECTION 3 – Activation

3.1 Notification
Notification of an incident can come from a number of sources e.g. a pupil, member of staff, member of
the public, Local Authority, emergency services etc. Whoever receives the initial notification of an
emergency should request and record as much information as possible, including:


Name, organisation and contact details of
informant



Exact location of incident and time of
happening



Incident detail and existing risks



Who has already been informed



How many people are affected inc. Names,
injuries and where they are now



If contacted, what instruction has the
emergency services given



Any immediate actions or support required



Will further information/update be provided and
when?

3.2 Initial Action
The person receiving the incident notification should inform the Head Teacher as a matter of urgency, at
the earliest opportunity. Where the Head Teacher is unavailable, the Deputy Head or most senior
available teacher advised.
The Head Teacher (or Deputy/Senior teacher) should do the following:


Assess the situations and establish a basic overview of the incident;



Dial 999 if there is immediate threat to life;



Take immediate action to safeguard pupils, staff and visitors;



Consider whether activation of the School Emergency Plan is required. If so, initiate activation as
per below. If time allows, call an impromptu briefing with SEMT;



Refer to the list of emergency contact numbers for additional support if required.

3.3 Activation of the School Emergency Plan
The Head Teacher is responsible for the activation of the School Emergency Plan. In the Head Teachers
absence/unavailability, this responsibility is passed to the Deputy Head Teacher.
Upon activation of the School Emergency Plan the following call cascade should take place to ensure
notification of all appropriate persons/agencies:
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Key
To be contacted during incident response
To be contacted post-incident for advice and guidance
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SECTION 4 – Action Check Lists
In the event of an emergency affecting the school, the following action check lists provide a general
guide for SEMT on how to carry out their role and related responsibilities. Further specific action may be
required depending on, and according to, the incident in hand.
Action Check List
Ref

Incident Manager - Initial Actions

IM1

Assess the situation and available information.

IM2

If required, instruct SEMT Support Officer to request the appropriate
Emergency Services to attend.

IM3

Commence log of all actions and decisions.

IM4

Formally activate School Emergency Plan.

IM5

Initiate call notification cascade on page 13.

IM6

If time allows, call impromptu SEMT meeting to assess situation/ brief
team.

Incident Manager
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Remember to:
IM7





Ensure SEMT are aware of their role and responsibilities;
Establish the location and frequency of SEMT/Staff briefings;
Request that staff maintain a personal incident log of actions
and decisions.

IM84

Provide accurate and factual information to the emergency services
arriving on-scene and take direction as necessary.

IM9

Ensure all staff are aware of the incident, briefed and given tasks (if
appropriate) on a regular basis.

IM10

Decide the appropriate place of relative safety for staff and pupils i.e.
in classrooms or evacuate premises.

IM11

If school lockdown is necessary, activate school lockdown procedure
in Appendix F.

IM12

If evacuation is necessary, refer to the evacuation procedure in
Appendix D. Consider the best place to evacuate to under the
circumstance i.e. to designated evacuation point on site or back-up
location.

IM13

Ascertain the whereabouts of all pupils, staff and visitors (using
timetables, registers and visitor books may help). Ensure the
emergency services are aware of anyone who is unaccounted for.

IM14

Using information provided by the Welfare Coordinator, identify any
pupils/staff to the emergency services (if present) that require

School Emergency Plan
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SECTION 4 – Action Check Lists
additional support/special requirements.
IM15

If evacuating, ensure collection of school grab bag by the SEMT
Support Officer.

IM16

Liaise with Welfare Coordinator to ensure all staff and pupils are
accounted for.

IM17

Establish what effect the emergency will have on the operation of the
school. Try to ascertain how long the disruption will last. Activate
Business Continuity Plan in Appendix I, if necessary.

IM18

Notify Haringey Council EP&BC that you have activated the school
emergency plan.

IM19

Liaise with the Communications Coordinator regarding development
of media statement.

IM20

Inform Governors as appropriate.

Ref

Incident Manager - Ongoing Actions

IM21

Assess the effect of the incident on the operation of the school and
minimise any disruption to the provision of education. Carry out
actions as per the Business Continuity Plan in Appendix I and put
necessary arrangements in place to keep the school open and try to
maintain normal school routines (e.g. teaching, exams) wherever
possible.

IM22

Establish the location and frequency of SEMT/Staff meetings.

IM23

Ensure SEMT are carrying out their designated responsibilities and
direct as necessary/required. Work closely with the SEMT to coordinate their actions and help to resolve any complications or
difficulties arising.

IM24

Act as the main contact for the co-ordination of the ongoing
response. Continue to liaise with Emergency Services and other
organisations as required.

IM25

In the event of a serious injury or fatality, report the incident to the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) as soon as possible.

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Ensure regular briefings are provided to:
IM26






SEMT;
Staff;
Pupils;
Parents/guardians;

School Emergency Plan
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SECTION 4 – Action Check Lists



IM27

Governors;
Extended Services.

Decide the most appropriate method of contacting relatives of pupils /
staff affected by the incident. If the matter is very serious (such as a
fatality) liaise with the Police about informing next of kin. Request the
Communalisations Coordinator work with the SEMT Support Officer
to prepare information and advice for parents/guardians on your
behalf.
Liaise with the Communications Coordinator about sending a letter
home to parents/guardians. This could include information on:

IM28






What has happened;
How their child was involved;
The actions taken to support those involved;
Who to contact if they have any concerns or queries.

IM29

Work closely with the Communications Coordinator to provide regular
briefings to the media. Seek support from other organisations (such
as Local Authority) if necessary.

IM30

If the response is likely to last for a significant amount of time,
consider staff rotation / shift patterns.

IM31

Seek advice on legal and insurance issues, if appropriate.

IM32

If the incident is a crime scene (or subject to a fire investigation) seek
advice from the Police and/or Fire Brigade.

IM33

Ensure that all that should know about the incident have been
informed.

Ref

Incident Manager - Recovery Actions

IM34

Consider long-term arrangements to guide schools return to
business-as-usual.

IM35

Act as the main contact for the recovery process. Continue to
allocate tasks amongst the SEMT and other staff.

IM36

Ensure that post incident support is available to all who may require it
(please refer to Appendix H for more information).

IM37

Arrange a debrief session for school staff involved in the response.

IM38

Liaise with Communications Coordinator to arrange a debrief session
for parents/guardians if required.

School Emergency Plan
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Time completed)
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IM39

Support the Site Coordinator with the organisation of remedial work
to property, liaising with insurance companies, salvage specialists
and loss adjusters as appropriate.

IM40

Provide SEMT Support Officer with a copy of your incident logs.

IM41

Initiate a review of the school emergency plan.

IM42

Consider contacting the Head Teachers of nearby schools to inform
them of any important issues relating to the incident.

IM43

Consider memorials or anniversaries of the event.
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SECTION 4 – Action Check Lists
Action Check List

Ref

Welfare Coordinator – Initial Actions

WC1

Receive situation brief from Head Teacher (Incident Manager)/
attend SEMT meeting to ensure you are well informed.

WC2

Commence log of all actions and decisions.

WC3

Assist Incident Manager in the activation of School Emergency Plan.

WC4

Ensure all staff are aware of your SEMT role.

WC5

Lead on the establishment of arrangements to ensure the safety and
welfare of staff, pupils, visitors and responders.

Welfare
Coordinator
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Identify pupils who may require additional support:
WC6






Those with Special Educational Needs (SEN)
Those with medical needs
Those with Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs)
Anyone who may be particularly vulnerable or badly affected
(e.g. those who were involved in, or witnessed the incident).

WC7

Liaise with Incident Manager regarding where best place of relative
safety for staff and pupil i.e. classrooms or evacuation.

WC8

If school lockdown is required refer to school lockdown procedure in
Appendix F.

WC9

If evacuation is agreed and directed by Incident Manager, help
inform all staff of evacuation arrangements to the designated
evacuation point or back-up location.

Ref

Welfare Coordinator - Ongoing Actions

WC10

Attend all SEMT meetings called by the Incident Manager.

WC11

Ensure you receive regular situation updates and seek information
as required.

WC12

Assess the welfare and emotional needs of all those involved.
Continue to monitor and support those who may be particularly
affected by the incident.

WC13

Make arrangements for reuniting pupils with their parents/guardians.
Ensure that a member of staff is present to meet and greet
parents/guardians arriving to site.

School Emergency Plan
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Time completed)
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SECTION 4 – Action Check Lists

WC14

In groups as small as practicable, inform pupils about the incident.
Consider the best way to convey bad news. In the event of a tragic
incident, consider seeking support from educational psychologists
about the best way to inform and support pupils.

WC15

Where possible, every child should be spoken to on a 1:1 basis to
ensure they are alright, before they leave school.

WC16

Take account of religious and cultural factors. Considering contacting
religious leaders within the community for support.

WC17

Ensure staff take regular rest periods.

WC18

Ensure pupils and staff are kept abreast of developments.

WC19

Ensure the Communications Coordinator is advised of all media
requests.

Ref

Welfare Coordinator - Recovery Actions

WC20

Please refer to Appendix H for information on welfare arrangements
and post incident support after the emergency.

WC21

Ensure post-incident support is available to all who may require it.

WC22

Provide the SEMT Support Officer with a copy of your incident logs.

WC23

Assist with long-term arrangements to guide schools return to
business-as-usual.

School Emergency Plan
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Time completed)
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Action Check List
Ref

Site Coordinator - Initial Actions

SC1

Receive situation brief from Head Teacher (Incident Manager)/
attend SEMT meeting to ensure you are well informed.

SC2

Commence log of all actions and decisions.

SC3

Carry out actions as directed by Incident Manger to assist with
activation of School Emergency Plan.

SC4

Ensure all staff are aware of your SEMT role.

SC5

Ensure you have all building and gate keys in your possession.

Site Coordinator
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Take action to protect property. If necessary, turn off:

SC6

 Electricity Supply;
 Water Supply;
 Gas Supply.
(Refer to Site Information in Appendix A for location points and
instruction).

SC7

If required, ensure the Emergency Services are able to access the
site without obstruction. Consider sending a member of staff to the
school entrance to prevent people restricting access by parking in
unsuitable places etc.

SC8

Advise the emergency services of any property related
issues/hazards (e.g. asbestos, chemical stores). Consider providing
personnel with a site map.

SC9

Work with other staff and the emergency services to control access
to the school:
 Advise staff and governors to carry identification to ensure
the Emergency Services grant them access to the site;
 Provide authorised visitors with identification badges and
ensure they sign-in and sign-out;
 Ensure that media access to the site is controlled.

Ref

Site Coordinator – Ongoing Actions

SC10

Liaise with utility suppliers as required.

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Establish safe and secure areas to assist the response, such as:
SC11





SEMT briefing room;
Briefing area for parents/guardians;
Media briefing room.

School Emergency Plan
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SC12

Work closely with staff and other organisations to provide access to
facilities and resources as required. This may involve opening or
closing parts of the school.

SC13

Ensure the school site is secure (e.g. assembly of temporary fencing
around damaged areas, arrange for broken windows to be boarded).

SC14

Maintain liaison with Incident Manager.

SC15

At the request of Incident Manager, assist with the lockdown
(Appendix F) or evacuation (Appendix D) of the building if required.

SC17

Attend SEMT meetings and ensure you maintain a situational
awareness at all times.

SC18

Ensure the Incident Manager is advised all Media requests/enquiries.

Ref

Site Coordinator - Recovery Actions

SC19

Organise remedial work to property and liaise with insurance
companies, salvage specialists and loss adjusters as appropriate.

SC20

Assist with the arrangement of a site visit for relevant personnel (e.g.
emergency services, utility suppliers, Local Authority) involved in the
recovery phase.

SC21

Make an inventory of any equipment which has been damaged.
Arrange for important items/documentation to be salvaged, restored
or replaced.

SC22

Assist with the procurement of temporary classrooms if appropriate.

SC23

Assist in long-term arrangements to guide schools return to
business-as-usual

School Emergency Plan
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Action Check List

Ref

Communications Coordinator – Initial Actions

CC1

Receive initial briefing from Head Teacher (incident Manager) to
ensure you are well informed.

CC2

Commence log of all actions and decisions.

CC3

Ensure all staff are aware of your SEMT role.

CC4

Dedicate telephone lines for incoming and outgoing calls. Arrange
extra support at reception if necessary.

CC5

Record a new message on the school answer phone if appropriate
(ensure not to cause unnecessary panic and provide clear
instruction). Consider setting it to ‘answer only’ mode.

CC6

Support staff with any communication needs they may have.

CC7

Inform those involved in the response of any communication
difficulties (e.g. poor mobile signal in the area).

CC8

Seek support from other organisations (e.g. emergency services,
local authority) in responding to media requests.

CC9

Ensure media access to the site, staff and pupils is controlled. Do not
let the media onto the school site or give them access to pupils
unless there is a specific reason for doing so and permission /
consents are in place. Request support from the Police if necessary.

CC10

Designate a specific area for the media away from the main entrance
to the school, so they do not prevent or intimidate people entering
and leaving the site.

CC11

In coordination with the Haringey Council Communications team,
develop a brief media statement (designed to provide reassurance)
on behalf of the school. Information given must be limited until the
facts are clear and all parents / guardians have been notified.

CC12

Arrange for an appropriate member of staff to act as a spokesperson
(preferably this person will have received media training). If there no
one suitable is available then the Police or Local Authority may be
able to undertake this role.

CC13

Be prepared for the possibility of being interviewed by the media.

School Emergency Plan
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Ref

Communications Coordinator – Ongoing Actions

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Ensure regular information is provided to:
CC14

CC15

CC16

 Pupils;
 Parents / guardians;
 Governors;
 Extended services.
Update the school answer phone on a regular basis.
Consider the most effective arrangements for contacting pupils and
parents / guardians (please consider to Appendix F if in lockdown).
Ensure that records of calls made to parents / carers are maintained.
Liaise with the Incident Manager about sending a letter home to
parents / guardians. This could include information on:

CC17

CC18

 What has happened;
 How their child was involved;
 The actions taken to support those involved;
 Who to contact if they have any concerns or queries.
In the event of a major emergency, seek support from the Local
Authority; they may be able to establish a helpline for enquiries from
the public.

CC19

Devise an ongoing strategy for responding to media requests. Work
closely with the media to establish what information they require and
when their deadlines are.

CC20

Gather information from the SEMT, emergency services and other
organisations as appropriate.

CC21

Provide regular statements to the media. Ensure each message
conveys an accurate, consistent and reassuring message. All press
releases should be checked and agreed by the emergency services
or Local Authority (and other organisations as appropriate).

CC22

Advise staff on where to direct media enquiries. Ask staff, pupils and
parents / guardians to avoid speculation when talking to the media.

CC23

Try to prevent the spread of misinformation (especially through the
use of mobile phones).

School Emergency Plan
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Ref

Communications Coordinator – Recovery Actions

CC25

Provide regular briefings to pupils and parents / guardians.

CC26

Keep the media informed of developments in the recovery process.
Present a positive and reassuring image to the public.

CC27

Be aware of media interest in memorials or anniversaries of the
event.

CC28

Provide the SEMT Support Officer with a copy of your personal
incident logs.

School Emergency Plan
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Action Check List

Ref

SEMT Support Officer - Initial Actions

SS1

Inform and request attendance from appropriate Emergency
Services as instructed by Head Teacher (Incident Manager).

SS2

Receive situation brief from Incident Manager to ensure you are well
informed.

SS3

Commence log of all actions and decisions.

SS4

Assist Head Teacher in activation of School Emergency Plan.

SS5

Contact members of SEMT and notify them of the School
Emergency Plan activation and advise them to initiate their
designated responsibilities.

SS6

Advise the Incident Manager of any members of SEMT are
unavailable to carry out their role and related responsibilities. Identify
a delegate.

SS7

Ensure all staff are aware of your SEMT role.

SS8

If school lockdown is required refer to school lockdown procedure in
Appendix F.

SS9

Liaise with the Incident Manager regarding where the best location of
relative safety is for staff and pupils i.e. classrooms or evacuation.

SS10

If evacuation is agreed and directed by Incident Manager help inform
all staff of evacuation arrangements (Appendix D) to designated
evacuation point or back-up location.

SS11

Retrieve emergency grab bag.

SS12

Attempt to recover important documentation, records and equipment
if safe to do so (pupil medical records, registers).

SEMT Support
Officer
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Assist the Welfare Coordinator in the identification of pupils/staff who
may require additional support:
SS13

SS14






Those with Special Educational Needs (SEN);
Those with Medical Needs;
Those with Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans (PEEPs);
Anyone who may be particularly vulnerable or badly affected
(e.g. those who were involved in, or witnessed, the incident).
Assist the Communication Coordinator in dedicating telephone lines
for incoming calls and ensuring an appropriate message is recorded
on the answer phone etc.
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Ref

SEMT Support Officer - Ongoing Actions

SS15

Lead and direct staff to support decisions made by Incident
Manager.

SS16

Ensure pupils and staff are kept informed.

SS17

Assist the Communications Coordinator and ensure the Incident
Manager is advised of all media requests.

SS18

Attend and minute all SEMT meetings called by the Incident
Manager.

SS19

Ensure you receive regular situation updates and seek information
as required.

SS20

Keep up-to-date, accurate records on anyone admitted to hospital or
treated by the emergency services.

SS21

Record details of expenditure incurred by the school.

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Support the Incident Manager/Communications Coordinator in
informing parent/guardians. This could include information on:
SS22

SS23

Ref

 What has happened;
 How their child was involved;
 The actions taken to support those involved ;
 Who to contact if they have concerns or queries.
In coordination with the Communications Coordinator, ensure the
school answer phone is updated with factual information on a regular
basis.

SEMT Support Officer - Recovery Actions

SS24

Check that any information in the public domain (e.g. website
content) is accurate and up-to-date.

SS25

Collate all incident logs, making copies if necessary.

SS26

Ensure records related to the incident are archived securely but
make these available to authorised staff for future reference (i.e. in
the event of a debrief or enquiry).

SS27

Support Incident Manager in the completion of any necessary
forms/paperwork.

SS28

Assist Site Coordinator in making an inventory of any equipment
which has been damaged, including arranging for important
items/documentation to be salvaged, restored or replaced.

School Emergency Plan
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SECTION 5 – School Emergency Grab Bag
5.1 Emergency Grab Bag
The School Emergency Grab Bag is located Main Office
In the event of an emergency the SEMT Support Officer should retrieve the grab bag if needed/safe to
do so. The SEMT Support Officer is also responsible for ensuring the kit is well maintained.
Contents

Number of
Stock

Checked/date

Hard copy of School Emergency Plan
Staff records (names, addresses, contact numbers, special
requirements and next of kin)
Pupil records (names, addresses, parents contact numbers and
medical records)
School Emergency Plan Contact Directory
School inventory
Schools layout/drawings/maps
Evacuation details and maps
Log books and pens
Building and gate keys
Alarm system documents
Backup disks
Torch
Mobile phone charger
Whistles
Loud hailer
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6.1 Notifying Parents/Guardians
In any incident it is strongly advised to inform parents/guardians as soon as is practicable, and ensure
they are kept abreast of any developments or changes as time passes. It is obvious that parents will be
concerned in the event of any incident that involves their children, but regular communication of accurate
information will help to alleviate undue anxiety.
It is also important to ensure parents/guardians have enough information so that:
 They feel reassured that the school is taking all necessary steps to ensure their child’s safety.
 They do not feel they need to contact the school. This allows telephone lines to be free for urgent
communications with Emergency Services etc.
 They do not attend the school. Additional attendance at the site could possibly interfere with
emergency access to the school, or result in them putting themselves or others in danger.
 They know to wait until the school makes contact with them when it is declared safe for them to
come and collect their child.
It is also important to provide information to parents/guardians after the incident. Schools should
consider creating templates for letters that could be quickly populated and printed off to send home with
students where there has been an incident on school grounds. This letter should provide the preferred
mode of contact for enquiries etc.

6.2 Media Management
If the incident attracts media attention, it is likely the school will receive a number of requests for
interviews and statements. It is advisable to try and postpone media comment until after Haringey
Council’s Communications Team has been advised of the incident and is able to support the school with
the required and appropriate media response.
NB: It is vital that the names of those who may have been involved in the incident are NOT shared with
the media. Identities must be formally confirmed and parents/guardians informed before release of these
details.
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Appendix A: Site Information
In the event of an emergency, it is useful to have key site information readily available in a single
location. This section provides information about the school site and facilities.
Utility

Location

Gas shut-off valve

See attached utilities shut off
map

Water stop cock
Electricity Master Switch
Internal Hazards
Asbestos
Chemical Store(s)
Other
Fire extinguishers

Fire alarm system reset box

Intruder alarm reset box

First Aid Kit

See attached utilities shut off
map
See attached utilities shut off
map
Location
See attached management
system for locations
See attached chemical
location map
Location
See attached utilities or
chemical location maps
Inside main reception front
door
Inside car park entrance to
the main building and inside
the entrance to the visitor
toilet in the main reception
Medical (welfare) centre

Instructions
Caution: If you turn off the gas for any
reason, a qualified professional must turn
it back on. NEVER attempt to turn the gas
back on yourself.
As per Map
As per map
Instructions

Instructions
To be used only when it is safe to do so,
and only by trained staff
Press silence
Enter code:1234
Press 
Press silence
Press system reset
Disarm the panel using a fob from the
site team or Head teacher
N/A

SEMT briefing room

Conference Centre

Only if the situation allows its use

Media briefing area

Conference Centre

Only if the situation allows it use

Map
The maps attached show the location of important equipment and facilities, such as emergency exits and
those listed above.
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Appendix B: School Closure


There is the expectation that schools will remain open where it is safe to do so. The following elements
should be considered before making the decision to close the school:







The decision to close the school lies with the Head Teacher – this applies whether the cause occurs
overnight or during the school day.
When to take the decision to close the school is important – it must balance the benefits of an early
decision (avoiding unnecessary journeys and allowing parents enough time to arrange childcare)
against the drawbacks (finding that the situation is not as bad as initially feared).
Closing at short notice may cause difficulties for families if they need to make child care arrangements during the day.
In case of major civil emergency (e.g. the 7 July 2005 bombings), it may be safer for a school to remain open, rather than releasing pupils into the public transport network.
The decision to close a school in response to a major emergency should be taken in the context of
minimising the risk to pupils, staff and their families – it may be safer to keep students at the school
then to send them home.

Action Check List
Ref

SC1

SC2
SC3

Incident Manager - Initial Actions

School Closure
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Assess the need for closure. Refer to Business Continuity Plan
(Appendix I) and consider whether any mitigation measures are
possible, such as:
 Rather than full closure, partially open school to some pupils;
 Request assistance from Buddy School;
 If due to public health emergency, consider purchasing
infection control supplies;
 If there is substantial damage to some parts of the building,
consider renting a portacabin to accommodate affected year
group/team.
If necessary, assemble SEMT.
Request support from other organisations (e.g. Local Authority) as
required.
Work with the Communications Coordinator to ensure all necessary
persons are notified of the school closure:

SC4









Pupils;
Parents/guardians;
Staff;
Governors;
Local Radio Stations;
Local Authority;
Organisations that use the premises.
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SC5

Print out signage for school gate.

SC6

If closure takes place during school day, arrange transport for pupils
as necessary.

SC7

If the decision to close is made outside of school hours, ensure at
least one member of staff is present at the school gate at the start of
the school day to ensure any pupils who do arrive are informed of
the closure, and to ensure their parent/guardian is notified and the
pupil is able to return home safely.

SC8

Make alternative arrangements for exams if necessary.

If the school is likely to be closed for a significant period of time, consider the actions below:
Ref
SC9

SC10

Incident Manager - Ongoing Actions

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Work with the Communications Coordinator to ensure pupils,
parents/guardians/Governors and the media are regularly informed
of developments.
Consider how pupils with Special Educational Needs (SEN) or
medical needs may be affected if the school remains closed for an
extended period of time.

SC11

Work with the Site Coordinator to ensure the security of the school
premises.

SC12

Ensure arrangements are in place for remote learning.
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Appendix C: Educational Visit

Action Check List

Ref

Educational Visit leader - Initial Actions

EV1

Ascertain the whereabouts of all pupils and staff. Ensure the
emergency services are aware of anyone who is unaccounted for.

EV2

Establish a basic overview of the incident. Ensure that accurate,
factual information is available for those arriving on-scene.

EV3

Keep a log of important information including actions taken and
decisions made.

EV4

Inform the Head Teacher (or deputy) and request support as
required. Remember to clarify international dialling codes if abroad.

EV5

Establish arrangements to meet the immediate welfare needs of
pupils and staff.

EV6

Identify pupils with Special Educational Needs (SEN) and anyone
who may be particularly vulnerable. Inform the emergency services of
any pupils or staff with known medical conditions or requirements.

EV7

Ensure that a member of staff accompanies any pupils requiring
medical attention in hospital. But remember the safety of all, even if
unharmed, and do not leave anybody on their own - try to maintain
an adequate adult / pupil ratio.

EV8

Ensure other staff are briefed (and given tasks) on a regular basis.
Remind staff to maintain a log of actions taken and decisions made.

Educational Visit
Leader
Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Remember to retain any important items / documents. E.g.:

EV9

EV10
EV11

 Contact details
 Consent forms (including medical and next-of-kin details)
 Maps
 Tickets
 Insurance policies
 Proof of identity
 Passports (if abroad).
Avoid making comments to the media until parents / guardians have
been informed.
Do not discuss legal liability with others.
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Ref

Educational Visit Leader - Ongoing Actions

EV12

Carry out dynamic risk assessments at regular intervals, taking action
to prevent further harm if necessary.

EV13

Ensure you are available as the main contact for the coordination of
the response. Maintain regular liaison with the Head Teacher/ deputy
and others as required.

EV14

Keep staff briefed and allocate tasks on a regular basis.

EV15

Monitor and reassure pupils. Make arrangements for the longer-term
welfare needs of pupils and staff.

EV16

Discuss arrangements for notifying parents/guardians with the Head
Teacher. Consider method to reunite parents/guardians with their
children at an appropriate time.

EV17

Liaise with the tour operator / provider, if appropriate.

EV18

Try to obtain the names and contact details of any witnesses to the
incident. If possible, obtain a written account from them.

EV19

If abroad, contact the Foreign & Commonwealth Office for support.

EV20

If abroad, check your insurance policy and seek insurance / legal
advice before incurring any substantial expense (e.g. medical
treatment).

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Retain any receipts / documentation for insurance purposes. E.g.:
EV21

EV22

 Records of expenditure
 Medical certificates / hospital admission forms
 Police incident number.
Ensure all those who should have been notified of the incident have
been informed. Remember that information given must be limited
until the facts are clear and all parents / guardians have been
notified.

EV23

Discuss the development of a media statement with the Head
Teacher/ deputy. Devise an ongoing strategy for dealing with media
request, with support from other organisations as appropriate.

EV24

Try to prevent the spread of misinformation and request that staff and
pupils avoid speculation when talking to the media.

Ref

Educational Visit Leader – Recovery Actions

EV25

Complete any necessary forms and paperwork.

EV26

Refer to Appendix H.

School Emergency Plan
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Appendix D: Evacuation Procedure
Signals
Signal for evacuation

Activation of fire alarm

Signal for all-clear

Notification from SLT to return to the building

Consideration: Where there is a need to evacuate due to a suspect package or telephone threat, the
SEMT should evacuate the school room by room without sounding the alarm.
Evacuation Assembly Points
Assembly point A (on premises)

School Field

Assembly point B (off premises)

The Selby Centre

If the school premises has been evacuated and it is not possible to re-enter the school or for pupils to go
home immediately, it may be possible to temporarily re-locate to another building (i.e. buddy school or
rest centre)
Pre-identified buddy school/place of safety/rest centre
Name of premises
The Selby Centre
Contact name and details of key holder
Linda Butt
(main contact)
Mohamed Hersi
Address
Directions (walking)

(secondary contact)

Directions (coach)
Capacity

Selby Road, Tottenham, N17 8JL
Access via gates at the rear of the school field, code for
padlocks 1224
N/A
Full school numbers

Facilities and resources

Shelter and toilets
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Appendix E - Bomb Threats
If you receive a telephone call from someone who claims to have information about a bomb you
should record as much information as possible. The Form below has been created by the
National Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO). An electronic printable version of the form
can be accessed on the NaCTSO Gov webage (external link).
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Appendix F - School Lockdown Procedure
The lockdown of a building is an emergency procedure which aims to secure and protect the occupants
from an external or internal risk. Lockdown procedures may be activated as a proportionate response to
any number of situations, including:
 An intruder on the school premises who may pose a risk to the safety of staff and/or pupils;
 An incident/civil disturbance in the local community with the potential to pose a risk to the safety
of staff and/or pupils;
 A major fire near by the school;
 A warning of an environmental risk such as a smoke plume or gas could etc.
Each school has a number of variables; therefore it is not suitable to create a generic school lockdown
procedure. This section provides guidance on how to formulate your school lockdown procedure. Please
replace this guidance with your agreed lockdown procedure once finalised.
Developing the Procedure
An example template is provided below to assist with the development of your school lockdown
procedure. This is an example and schools are free to amend it to suit their own arrangements/school
structures. To assist with the development of your school lockdown procedure the following actions are
advised:










Nominate the people with authority to manage the lockdown e.g. Head Teacher, Deputy and two
others as contingency. These people will be in charge of initiating, managing and concluding
lockdown.
Define the list of circumstances in which your school will invoke lock down procedures.
Identify how individuals should communicate suspicious activity.
Determine how the signal for lockdown will be communicated to the rest of the school i.e.
intermittent bell, radio etc ( Note: this should be recognisably different to the evacuation signal)
Design instructions on what individuals should do when the signal for lockdown is given i.e. a
movement plan that considers lunchtimes, P.E. etc.
Develop method to account for pupils and how the information will be communicated back to
Administration i.e. registers.
Identify roles and responsibilities.
Share plan with all staff to ensure awareness of procedures.
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Lock Down Template
Signals
Signal for lockdown
Signal for all-clear

Rooms most suitable for lockdown
Entrance points which should be
secured upon lockdown
Communication arrangement

Procedure
Communicate the incident to
Headteacher ext. 207 / Assistant
Heads ext. 255, 260, 261 / Business
Manager ext. 205 as soon as
possible
If no answer, initiate the lockdown
procedure for your class

Tannoy message “ All staff and children to the nearest office or classroom” Repeated x 3
Tannoy message “ Lockdown over” Repeated x 3
Considerations
All classrooms and offices
All main entrances and internal security doors secured with mag-locks. Main gate release button can be
overridden from the main office
Internal telephone system, email, mobile phones.
Lockdown Procedure
Action



Telephone
Provide as much information as possible.





Advise neighbouring classes.
Continue to attempt to make contact with Headteacher ext. 207
The SLT should notify the Headtacher Upon receipt of
information, a formal decision to initiate lockdown should be
made
Alert staff to lockdown initiation via Coded tannoy
announcement
Communicate serious incidents resulting in lockdown to the
relevant Emergency Service.
Provide instruction to students

Decision to initiate formal lockdown

Activation of Lockdown procedure

Upon hearing the lockdown signal initiate
School Emergency Plan

Responsibility



Everyone has a responsibility to
report suspicious incidents
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Member of staff reporting incident

Headteacher

Administration
assistants
All staff
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lockdown procedure

-
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If possible, notify parents/guardians that the school is in lockdown via identified notification pathway e.g. ‘The school is in a

full lockdown situation. During this period the switchboard
and entrances will be un-manned, external doors locked
and nobody allowed in or out…’

Notify parents/ guardians

Audit attendance reports

Move to closest place of safety indoors (stay away from
windows and doors)
- Take cover and stay out of sight as much as possible e.g.
sit on floor, take cover under desks
- Stay quiet
- Remind students not use mobile phones and turn off (to
prevent texting).
Close windows and lock entry points if necessary. If not
possible consider obstructing entry points with furniture.
In the event of air pollution, air vents should be closed.
Turn off lights and draw curtains/blinds if necessary.
Turn phone off or switch to silent (no vibrate) if required as a
communication channel.
Take register and note visitors and volunteers that you have in
your area. Identify if anyone is missing.

If safe to do so, the Administration Assistants should contact
each teacher to receive register feedback via discreet method
of communication.
Teachers should reply with ‘all present’ or note any missing
pupils.
If safe to do so, missing students should be rounded up.
If not safe, the Police should be notified about any students
unaccounted for.
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Remain in lockdown until further
instruction is received



Alert staff that lockdown has concluded
via the recognised audible signal
Update parents/guardians

School Emergency Plan

Continue mobile phone silence.
Ensure students do not leave room for toilets, food etc.
If there’s a toilet emergency for young child – use a suitable
container. Some schools have a bucket/potty, toilet paper and a
sheet for privacy in each room in case of this type of
emergency.
If emergency medication is required – if safe to do so, contact
Hilmi Chelebi / Sarah Stubbs for advice, assessment of the
situation and to discuss options.
Take instruction from Police, if in attendance.

All staff



All clear signal should be sounded to inform staff once site declared safe.

Site manager
Administration Assistants



Parents/guardians should be advised once lockdown has concluded.

Administration
Assistants
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Appendix G -Suspicious Packages
Recognising a Suspicious Package
Letters or packages may be considered suspicious if displaying any of the following signs:
 Threatening or suspicious messages on the package;
 Oily stains, grease marks or discoloured marks on the packaging;
 An unusual odour such as ammonia, almonds or marzipan;
 Crystals or powder-like residue on the envelop/packaging;
 Visible wiring or tinfoil;
 Improper spelling of common names, places and titles or incorrectly addressed;
 Unexpected or unusual mail from abroad or an unknown source;
 No postage stamp or postage cancelled/hand delivery or by courier;
 No return address or postmark that does not match the return address;
 Heavy weight for the size of the package;
 Uneven weight distribution;
 Too many stamps for the weight of the package.
Ref

Initial Response – Upon receiving a suspicious package

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Remain calm and place the letter/package down on a flat surface
and walk away from it.
SP1

SP2

 Do not continue to touch or handle the letter/package
 Do not put the package into anything (including water)
 Do not put anything on top of the package.
Note the packages exact location.

SP3

Close all windows and leave the room closing the door behind you.

SP4

Switch off air conditioning if possible.

SP5

Evacuate the building quietly, keeping people away from the room as
far as possible.

SP6

Notify the police (999) and take instruction as required.

SP7

Do not use mobile phones, two-way radios or sound the alarm using
break glass call points.

If anyone is exposed to a potentially hazardous substance, carry out the actions below
Ref
SP8

Initial Response – Upon receiving a suspicious package

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Remain calm and place the letter/package down on a flat surface
being careful not to disturb the contents further.
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SP9

Do not touch your eyes, nose, mouth or any other part of your body.

SP10

Close all windows and doors in the room and leave, but keep
yourself and other staff who may also be contaminated separate
from others. An unoccupied adjacent room would be appropriate.

SP11

Wash your hands with ordinary soap and water if possible, but do not
enter populated spaces to do so, or contaminate an area that others
may use.

SP12

Notify a member of staff that you believe you may have handled a
suspect biological/chemical package. Tell them where you are now
and what room the package is in. Keep your distance; use a phone
to do so if possible.
The member of staff should do the following:
 Notify and take instruction from the Police (999). Ensure they
are aware that biological/chemical may be involved;

SP13

 Turn the air conditioning off, if safe to do so;
 Keep others away from the contaminated area;
 Evacuate the building.

SP14

Take instruction from the Emergency Services on arrival.
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Appendix H – Post-Incident Support
Ref

PG1

Post-Incident Support – Assistance for Pupils and
Parents/Guardians
Work with SEMT to introduce a strategy to monitor pupils and staff to
ensure those who are showing signs of being particularly affected by
the incident can be identified and offered support. Ensure all staff are
briefed in line with the agreed strategy.

PG2

Where necessary, offer pupils and staff the opportunity for
psychological support and counselling. Ensure all staff and pupils are
aware of how they can access these services if they require it, now
or in the future.

PG3

Consider if any pupils need to be debriefed, how and by whom.

PG4

Ensure there is opportunity for pupils to discuss their experiences
(e.g. arranging special lesson/time for discussion/ encourage
discussion during classes). Do not discourage pupils from talking
about their experiences.

PG5

Consider providing relevant books in the school library or uploading
relevant articles to the remote learning platform.

PG6

Arrange for a member of staff to visit those affected (at home or in
hospital). Request consent from parents/guardians before doing so.

PG7

Make arrangements for staff and pupils to express sympathy to
those who may have been hurt or affected. Consider encouraging
pupils to make cards/send messages etc.

PG8

Ensure sensitivity around the demands that practical issues might
make on pupils (e.g. deadlines for coursework, imminent exams).

PG9

Work with the Communications Coordinator to prepare a letter for
parents/guardians with information on:
 Detail on the incident;
 How their child was notified of the incident;
 What support strategy has been put in place in the school;
 Signposting to additional support routes.

PG10

In coordination with the Communications Coordinator, maintain
regular contact with parents/guardians and make time for questions
where possible. Consider hosting an event/meeting for
parents/guardians to provide a time where they can openly discuss
the incident and raise any existing concerns.

PG11

Do not publicise any sensitive/confidential information about
individuals unless consent has been given by pupils and
parents/guardians.
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Where a pupil who had been particularly affected by the incident
leaves school (e.g. transferring from primary to secondary) consider
sensitively and confidentially notifying the Head Teacher of the new
school.

PG12

Ref

Post-Incident Support – General

G1

Request support from educational professionals trained in
psychological debriefing, critical incident stress debriefing,
bereavement counselling and trauma management if appropriate.

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Request or signpost to support from other organisations as required
E.g.:
G2






Teacher Support Network;
Employee Assistance Programme;
Samaritans;
Cruse Bereavement Care.

G3

Manage any distress that could be caused by ongoing Police
enquiries, legal proceedings and media attention and support those
most affected.

G4

Review upcoming events and cancel or rearrange any events which
may be inappropriate.

G5

Make arrangements for staff support to enable them to cope with any
questions or discussions pupils might have about the incident.

G6

Monitor staff and ensure that any new roles given do not place too
great a burden. Overtime, staff may need to be relieved of any
additional responsibilities given to them.

G7

Ensure that new staff are briefed and aware of the incident, which
pupils were involved and how they were affected.

G8

Consider any projects that could be taken on by the school to support
the local community if affected by the incident (e.g. fund raising).

Ref

Post-Incident Support – Returning after a period of absence

A1

Work with parents/guardians to agree a suitable date for pupils
returning to school after a period of absence.

A2

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Consider and make arrangements for additional support if it would
make the return easier. E.g.:


Initial part-time attendance;
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A3

Alternative methods of teaching;
A sanctuary/quiet area that pupils can use if upset during the
school day.

Consider if pupils may be able to help in the process of resettling
(e.g. close friends) and provide the necessary guidance to support
them.
Brief all staff on the need for sensitivity. Put in place special
arrangements and support staff for:

A4





Ref

Post-Incident Support – Funeral arrangements

F1

Contact bereaved families at an appropriate time to express
sympathy on behalf of the school.

F2

Take account of religious and cultural factors (e.g. some faiths wish
to hold funerals within 24 hours of death). Consider contacting
religious leaders within the community for support.

Missed work;
Rescheduling projects;
Exams.

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Consult parents/guardians sensitively about funeral arrangements.
Try to establish if representatives from the school will be invited to
the service. It may be useful to consider:

F3








Ref

Closing the school on the day of the funeral as a mark of respect;
A senior member of staff attending the funeral on behalf of the
school;
If staff and pupils can be allowed time off school to attend the
funeral;
Providing transport to take pupils and staff to the funeral;
Providing pupils with information about what happens at funerals;
Arranging floral tributes and / or donations.

Post-Incident Support – Remembrance

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Consider providing a suitable memorial on the school grounds. The
family should be consulted and their wishes taken into account.
R1








Planting of a tree;
Seating area/ bench;
Garden of remembrance;
Book of condolence;
Sculptures;
Painting;
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Photograph;
Fountain.

Pupil involvement should be encouraged.
Consider how to mark anniversaries and other important dates.
Pupils should be involved in the decision.
R2

R3






Special assembly;
Display;
Event e.g. music concert/sports event;
Commemorative service.

There may be increased media interest around anniversaries of the
incident.
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Appendix I - Business Continuity Template



The purpose of this Business Continuity Plan is to ensure that critical activities are resumed as quickly as possible and/ or continued to be delivered
during the time of disruption.
To activate appropriate business continuity strategies to enable alternative ways of working.

Part 1 – Business Continuity Plan
Alternative Location
In the event that it is no-longer possible to operate from the school site, the Head Teacher should consider a ‘place of safety’ where pupils and staff can
be taken and accommodated if unable to return to the school for some time i.e. a community hall, another school or leisure centre etc.
An alternative site should be pre-identified wherever possible. The forging of agreements and obtaining a contact name will assist with quick activation
during an emergency. This could be a reciprocal agreement with another school i.e. a ‘buddy school’.
It may be wise to identify and have agreements in place with two alterative sites, because an emergency affecting the local area may render one
alternative site unusable. Or if your school has significantly more pupils than your buddy establishment can cater for it may be necessary to split the
pupils into different buddy establishments.
Primary
Selby
Community
centre
Site Type:
Address: Selby Road, Tottenham N17 8JL
Linda Butt / Mohamed Hersi
Key Holder/Site
Contact: 020 8885 5499
Capacity: Entire school
Time required to set 1 Hr
up:
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Human Resources
Human resources refers to the number of staff required to maintain business. A risk assessment which takes into account the ages and abilities of the
children and the geographical features of the school should determine minimum staff to pupil ratios.
The author should assess the number of staff required to maintain critical function within each area i.e. management, school office, year groups etc in the
short, medium and long-term. An action plan should be prepared for when the number of staff available does not meet minimum requirements.
Full headcount of employees: 73
Number of staff that can work remotely without Administrative Team and Senior Leadership Team
affecting business as usual operations:
Paper records - Headteacher’s Office
Location of staff records and contact database:
School MIS - RM Integris, cloud-based and accessible remotely
Minimum number of
Minimum number of staff
Team/ Function
Minimum number of staff needed in
staff needed in shortneeded in Medium-term
i.e. School Office/year group/management team
the long-term (after 1 month)
term (after 1 day)
(after 1 week)
1. Senior Leadership Team
4
4
4
2. School Office

2

3

5

3. Nursery

4

4

4

4. Reception

4

6

6

5. Key Stage 1

4

6

8

5. Key Stage 2

4

6

6

Action plan for loss of staff


Use of temporary staff – supply teachers, partnerships with other schools etc.
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Using mutual support agreements with other schools, in particular with schools with North East Tottenham NLC and Tollgate Teaching
Alliance
Using different ways of working to allow for reduced workforce, this may include:
o Larger class sizes (subject to adult and child ratios)
o Use of HLTA’s, teaching assistants, students teachers etc.
o Virtual learning environment opportunities
o Pre-prepared educational materials that allow for independent learning
o Team activities and sports to accommodate larger numbers of pupils at once
Multi-skilling and cross training to ensure staff are capable of undertaking different roles and responsibilities; this may involve identifying
deputies, job shadowing, succession planning, and handover periods for planned staff absence;
Ensure consideration of staff management issues i.e. managing attendance policies, job description flexibility, contractual requirements etc.
Suspending ‘non-critical’ activities and focusing on priorities
Precautions in cases of pandemic illness.

Remote Learning
Remote learning is the collation of learning resources for pupils to access at home during the rare occasion of a school closure due to unforeseen
circumstances. Remote learning materials can also be used during school holidays or by children off school due to ill-health.
The author should ensure remote learning materials are pre-prepared by the nominated member of staff.
Primary
Resource available (website/ Downloadable materials from website
learning platform/ email/ post):
Staff contact responsible for Gary Wong
maintenance:

Secondary
E-mail / text message to parents
Gary Wong

Resource Recovery
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Resource recovery refers to the recovery of resources required to carry out business as usual operations.
The author should assess what resources are required to maintain critical function in the short, medium and long-term and prepare an action plan for loss
of access i.e. utilising library or buddy school computers for student ICT lessons.

91

Minimum number needed in
short-term (after 1 day)
14

Minimum number needed in
medium-term (after 1 week)
22

Minimum number needed in longterm (after 1 month)
26

Telephones

38

5

13

20

Mobile Phones

6

2

2

2

Application/system

Full service

Computers

Action plan for loss of access / facilities















Pre-agreed arrangements with other premises – Selby Centre
Mutual support arrangements with other schools, especially those with the NE Tottenham NLC and Tollgate Teaching Schools Alliance
Virtual learning environment (VLE) opportunities
Localising the incident i.e. isolating the problem and utilising different areas within the school premises. Use of the school house or
outside spaces as outdoor classrooms.
Off-site activities e.g. swimming, physical activities, school trips
Loss of toilet facilities – procure portable facilities
Loss of heating – use of portable heating units
Action plan for loss of energy supply / use of telephony and infoamtion technology
Reverting to paper-based systems e.g. paper registers, whiteboards, etc.
School’s management information systems are web based so can be accessed remotely or on portable devices
Key school data is back-up regularly and stored both on and off site
Use of portable equipment (laptops and tablets) with internet access
Use of mobile phones as alternative to landlines
Flexible lesson plans
Emergency generators – Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
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Emergency lighting

Records and Paper Work
Records and paperwork refers to the important documentation that is required to maintain critical function.
The author should assess the loss of each in the short, medium and long-term and prepare an action plan for restorative and/or back up arrangements.

1. Coursework

Effect of Loss (Short-term, Medium-term,
Long-term)
N/A

2. Examination papers

Delay of statutory assessments

Apply to DfE for replacements / disapplication
from assessments

3. Asset registers/equipment inventories

None. Inventories stored on the school
server, backed-up regularly with copy kept
off-site

Paper records kept at school office or can be
printed off with ease

4. Financial Information

None - RM Finance is web-based and
payments are made online through Lloyds
Commercial Banking.

Paper records kept at school office or can be
printed off with ease

5. Medical records

None - RM Integris is web based

Paper records kept at school office or can be
printed off with ease

6. Contacts database

None - RM Integris, & ParentMail are both
web-based

Paper records kept at school office or can be
printed off with ease

7. Insurance documentation

None - electronic copies of documents saved
in emails accessible remotely and on server,
backed-up regularly with copy kept off-site

Paper records kept at the school and by the
Local Authority

Resource

School Emergency Plan
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Critical Suppliers
Critical suppliers are those suppliers delivering resources to the school that are essential to maintain business function i.e. catering; passenger transport.
The author should assess the loss of each in the short, medium and long-term and prepare back up arrangements and/or secondary suppliers.
Supplier (inc. Contact number and Address)
Accent Catering Services Ltd.
The Old Station, Moor Lane, Staines-uponThames. TW18 4BB

Effect of Loss (Short-term, Medium-term,
Long-term)
No cooked meals at lunchtime

Back up measure/restorative
arrangements/secondary supplier
 Provide sandwiches / cold meals where
required
 Pupils are requested to bring a packed lunch
as long as required
 Hot meals to be provided for vulnerable
children

Arrangements to mitigate the loss of key suppliers, third parties or partners





Using mutual support agreements with other schools
Using alternative ways of working to mitigate the loss, e.g. suspending activities, adapting to the situation and working around it
Ensuring all external providers have business continuity plans in place as part of contract terms
Pre-identify alternative suppliers
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Part 2 – Business Continuity Action Checklist
Business
Continuity

Action Check List

Ref

Business Continuity – Initial Action

Comments (inc.
Time completed)

Assess the nature of the incident

BC1







Loss of premises;
Loss of utility supply;
Loss of supplier;
Loss of personnel;
Loss of telecommunications.

BC2

Establish what effect the emergency will have on the operation of the
school. Try to ascertain how long the disruption will last.

BC3

Consider how any disruption may affect extended services that use
the school premises. Liaise with services as necessary.

BC4

Liaise with SEMT Support Officer to ensure important
documentation, records and equipment is recovered if safe to do so
(request advice from the emergency services if required.)

BC5

If required, contact organisations that can assist with document
restoration.

Ref

Business Continuity – Ongoing Actions

BC6

Minimise any disruption to the provision of education. Put
arrangements in place to keep the school open and try to maintain
normal school routines (e.g. teaching, exams) wherever possible.

BC7

Seek support as per Business Continuity Plan (e.g. buddy school,
the Local Authority, suppliers/contractors) as necessary.

BC8

Work with the Communications Coordinator to ensure staff, pupils
and parents/guardians are informed of any changes to the schools
routine.

BC9

In the event of a public health emergency (e.g. Pandemic Influenza),
consider ordering infection control supplies and make arrangements
for sanitation.

School Emergency Plan
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Ref

Business Continuity – Recovery Actions

BC10

Work with staff and relevant organisations to restore normal school
routine at the earliest time possible.

BC11

If necessary, ensure arrangements are in place for remote learning.
Work with the Communications Coordinator to ensure instruction is
delivered to staff, pupils and parents/guardians.

BC12

Liaise with Site Coordinator to ensure an inventory of damaged
equipment is completed and action taken to restore/replace
important items/documentation.
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